The campus response to COVID-19 is fluid and may change frequently. Campus is beginning a "Smart Restart" gradual reopening. See smartrestart.wisc.edu for the most up-to-date information. Starting September 1, 2020, a parking permit or visitor payment will be required for all campus lots. Updates on Transportation Services operations are available at transportation.wisc.edu.

**Guide to lot designations**

- Lot available, no permit required. Park only in painted permit stall lines.
- **Do not park in restricted areas (ex. fire lanes, access aisles) or reserved stalls.** Reserved stalls include UW Disabled (w/o permit), department reserved, and service/vendor stalls.
- Restricted, specific lot permit required. Includes Lot 11, 13, 22, 23, 38, 51, 54, 56, 74, 81 and 82.
- Restricted. Lot 63 - Open to AFCH and UW Hospital patients and visitors only.
- Restricted. Lot 75 - Open to Lot 75 permit holders, AFCH and UW Hospital patients and visitors only.
- Restricted for UW housing move-in starting August 15. Includes Lot 35, 37, 48, 58, 69, 110, and 136. Portions of other lots near residence halls may also be restricted, such as Lot 5, 26, 34, 44, 105, and 106.

For more parking info visit transportation.wisc.edu